
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY NORTHRIDGE 

DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS STUDIES 

RS 100-02: Introduction to Religious Studies 

Fall 2017 

Mon/Wed, 11:00 AM-12:15 PM 

Sierra Hall 384 

 

Dr. James D. Findlay, Instructor 

Office Hours, Mon/Wed 1:15-2:15 PM; or by appointment. 

Office: SN 419.  Telephone: 818-677-6878 

E-mail: james.findlay@csun.edu 

 

Course Description: This course examines religion as a world-wide phenomenon of human 

thought and activity, and explores the methods used to study religion as an aspect of human 

culture.  Issues such as rituals, morality(ies), verbal and visual expression, violence and non-

violence, time and space, prayer, devotion, popular culture, fundamentalism, and post-

modernism will be examined through a variety of texts, artifacts, and other material from a range 

of religious traditions. 

 

Religious Studies Student Learning Objectives: 

1. Students will be able to recognize and to articulate (orally and in writing) the difference 

between an academic approach to religion and a personal, devotional approach.  

2. Students will be able to demonstrate a basic level of proficiency in recognizing the major 

contributors to the modern study of religion and their models/theories from philosophy, theology, 

the history of religions, and the social sciences.   

3. Students will be able to understand the following terms in their conventional, popular usage, 

and then discuss the variety of ways that religious studies scholars have critiqued, expanded, or 

problematized these: religion, religious, myth, ritual, symbol, philosophy, subjectivity, 

objectivity, secular/secularization, cult, sect, mysticism, theism, atheism, polytheism, 

monotheism, spirituality, magic, paganism, animism, canon, religious violence, post-colonialism, 

individualistic compared to community-based religions. 

4. Students will be able to explain and give basic examples of the social function of religion with 

regard to gender, ethnicity, and nationality. 

5. Students will be able to recognize religiosity in an aspect of modern culture such as different 

forms of media, art, music, films, politics, sports, and the public discourse on science.  

6. Students will be able to demonstrate a basic level of proficiency in describing several specific 

religious traditions, including their historical development, major beliefs and practices, and 

demonstrate a basic level of proficiency in interpreting religious texts and rituals from each 

religious tradition. 

 

Goal: Students will understand the rich history and diversity of human knowledge, discourse and 

achievements of their own and other cultures as they are expressed in the arts, literatures, 

religions, and philosophy. 
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General Education Student Learning Objectives, Arts and Humanities: 

1. Students will explain and reflect critically upon the human search for meaning, values, 

discourse and expression in one or more eras/stylistic periods or cultures. 

2. Students will analyze, interpret, and reflect critically upon ideas of value, meaning, discourse 

and expression from a variety of perspectives from the arts and/or humanities;  

3. Produce work/works of art that communicate to a diverse audience through a demonstrated 

understanding and fluency of expressive forms;  

4. Students will demonstrate ability to engage and reflect upon their intellectual and creative 

development within the arts and humanities;  

5. Students will be able to use appropriate critical vocabulary to describe and analyze works of 

artistic expression, literature, philosophy, or religion and a comprehension of the historical 

context within which a body of work was created or a tradition emerged;  

6. Students will learn to describe and explain the historical and/or cultural context within which a 

body of work was created or a tradition emerged. 

 

READINGS: 

Required Textbook: The Sacred Quest: An Invitation to the Study of Religion: Sixth Edition.  

Lawrence S. Cunningham and John Kelsay.  Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson/Prentice Hall, 

2006/2010/2013. 

Other required readings will be available through Oviatt Library Reserves, either as a printed 

copy at the Reserve Desk (4th Floor) or through ERes, or via links on our Course Canvas page.   

 

Regular attendance at all class sessions noted on syllabus.  Unexcused absences will be noted, 

and will affect each offender’s final grade. 

Respectful behavior towards all other participants in process of class discussions and activities.  

This includes placing all cellphones in the OFF position, and removal of earpieces or 

headphones, before entry into the classroom space.  FAILURE TO ABIDE BY THIS 

REQUIREMENT WILL SERIOUSLY AFFECT STUDENT’S GRADE. 
Careful reading of all assigned materials by the date indicated on the syllabus, as well as 

productive participation in class discussions, group analysis, and other in-class activities. 

 

BEFORE each class session, students must log onto our class Canvas page (access at 

canvas.csun.edu), and post on the Discussion for that date, responding to the assigned readings.  

Students must post their own response AND a response to the post of AT LEAST ONE other 

person in the class PRIOR to the class session. 

 

In addition, students will keep a journal (further explanation below), and will use it to write five 

(5) short essays during the semester.  The due dates for each of these assignments are listed in 

the course schedule.  Each essay should be 2-4 pages, double-spaced. 

 

There will be a mid-term exam, which will take place on Wed. Oct. 11, in class, and a final 

exam, Wed. Dec. 13, 10:15 AM-12:15 PM, Sierra Hall 384. 

 

Finally, students shall prepare an analysis project/paper, 10-15 pages in length, double-spaced, 

using proper forms of footnotes and bibliography (either MLA or Chicago style format) OR 

another format chosen in consultation with Instructor.  The subject and focus of this analysis 

shall be a film, to be viewed by students in video format OUTSIDE of class time.  Possible 



choices are: (1) any film from The Lord of the Rings Trilogy; (2) The Chronicles of Narnia; (3) 

any Harry Potter film; (4) Avatar; or (5) The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo (Swedish version with 

English subtitles ONLY!).  Analysis shall include use of the methods of religious study and 

aspects of religion explored in this class, and how various features of religious experience, 

thought, and practice are portrayed in the film under examination. 

Other subjects and/or formats may be chosen, in consultation with Instructor. 

Due on Wed. Nov. 23. 

 

Unless an agreement has been made with Instructor previous to the due date, NO LATE 

PAPERS WILL BE ACCEPTED, and will always receive a grade of “F. 

 

Grading: 

Moodle Posts    10% 

Short Essays    25% (5% each) 

Mid-Term Exam   15% 

Final Exam    20% 

Analysis Project/Paper  20% 

Class Attendance and Participation 10% 

 

92-100 = A  78-79 = C+ 

90-91 = A-  72-77 = C 

88-89 = B+  70-71 = C- 

82-88 = B  60-69 = D 

80-81 = B-   Below 60 = F 

 

Course Schedule and Plan 

Mon. Aug. 28: Introductions; Syllabus. 

 

Wed. Aug. 30: Studying and Defining “Religion.” READING: Cunningham, 1-36. 

 

Mon. Sept. 4: NO CLASS SESSION, LABOR DAY HOLIDAY 

 

Wed. Sept. 6: Methods: Sociological.  READING: Cunningham, 84-99.  ERes: M. Weber, From 

“Essays in Sociology.”  E. Durkheim, “The Social as Sacred.” 

 

Mon. Sept. 11: Methods: Ethical.  READING: Cunningham, 115-129. 

 

Wed. Sept. 13: Methods: Theological.  READING: Cunningham, 55-70. 

 

Mon. Sept. 18: Methods: Gender.  READING: ERes, “Gender and Religion: An Overview.” 

From Encyclopedia of Religion. By Ursula King. 

First Short Paper Due 
 

Wed. Sept. 20: Aspects: Ritual.  READING: Cunningham, 71-83. 

 

Mon. Sept. 25: Aspects: Good and Evil.  READING: Cunningham, 100-114. 



                          

Wed. Sept. 27: Aspects: Life-Stage Transitions. 

 

Mon. Oct. 2: Aspects: Violence and Non-Violence.  READINGS: ERes. M.L. King, “Letter from 

Birmingham Jail”; Mark Juergensmeyer, “Terror in the Mind of God: Introduction, ‘Terror and 

God,’” pp. 3-15.  Link via Canvas Module, R.T. Harris, “Introduction to Islamic Nonviolence;” 

Second Short Paper Due 

 

Wed. Oct. 4: Aspects: Space and Time.  READINGS: Cunningham, 37-54; ERes: B.C. Lane, 

“Giving Voice to Place.” 

 

Mon. Oct. 9: Aspects: Prayer/Devotion/Mysticism.  READINGS: ERes: “Texts of Prayer and 

Devotion” 

 

Wed. Oct. 11: MID-TERM EXAM 

 

Mon. Oct. 16: Cases: Indigenous America I.  READINGS: ERes.  “Selections from Lakota Belief 

and Ritual,” J. Walker, 119-129. 

 

Wed. Oct. 18: Cases: Indigenous America II.  READINGS: ERes.  “Aztec Religion” From 

Encyclopedia of Religion.  By David Carrasco. 

 

Mon. Oct. 23: Cases: Ancient Egypt.  READINGS.  ERes.  “Hymns, Prayers, and Sacred Texts 

of Ancient Egypt.” 

 

Wed. Oct. 25: Cases: Ancient Greece.  READINGS: ERes.  “Ancient Greek Mythology and 

Religion;” “Theogony,” Hesiod.  

Third Short Paper Due 

 

Mon. Oct. 30: Cases: Ancient Rome.  READINGS: ERes: “Festivals of Ancient Roman 

Religion.” Link on Course Canvas Module: “Roman Religion”  

 

Wed. Nov. 1: China . READINGS: ERes, “Analects” of K’ung  fu-Tsu; “Tao Te Ching.”  

Reserve Reading: Ellwood, “Many Peoples, Many Faiths,” 171-194. 

 

Mon. Nov. 6: Cases: Islam I.  READINGS: ERes. Selections from “The Qu’ran.”  Reserve 

Reading: Ellwood, 366-421. 

 

Wed. Nov. 8: Cases: Islam II.  READINGS: Links on Course Canvas Module: Muslimgirl.com; 

Tariq Ramadan, “In the West: First Attempts at Reform;” “The Transcendent and His Names.” 

Fourth Short Paper Due 
 

Mon. Nov. 13:  Cases: Christianity I.  READINGS: Via link in Module on Course Canvas Page: 

Pilgrimage of Egeria: Jerusalem Offices.”  ERes.  “New Testament Selections;” “Oration in 

Praise of the Emperor Constantine: Prologue and Chapters 1-3;” Reserve Reading: Ellwood, 

286-304. 



  

Wed. Nov. 15: Cases: Christianity II.  READINGS : Via File link on Course Canvas Page: “The 

Freedom of a Christian,” M. Luther, pp. 9-15; “The Church in the Modern World: Preface, 

Introductory Statement, and Chapter 1,” Pope Paul VI; “Chicago Statement on Biblical 

Inerrancy.”  Reserve Reading: Ellwood, 304-361 

 

Mon. Nov. 20:  Cases: Religion and Popular Culture.  READINGS: File link on Course Canvas 

Page: Selections from “Religion and Popular Culture,” ed. Forbes and Mahan. 

 

Wed. Nov. 22: Cases: Hinduism.  READINGS: ERes: “Hindu Deities and Practices.”  Reserve 

Reading: Ellwood, 53-88.Analysis Project Due. 

 

Mon. Nov. 27: Buddhism.  READINGS: ERes.  “Discourse on the Four Establishments of 

Mindfulness,” “Holy Teaching of Vimalakirti,” Tr. R.A.F. Thurman. Reserve Reading: Ellwood, 

115-146, 150-162.  

 

Wed. Nov. 29: Cases: Fundamentalism.  READING: ERes; “Fundamentalisms and the Shalom 

of God,” Clinton Stockwell. 

 

Mon. Dec. 4: Cases: Post-Modernism.  READINGS: ERes: “What is the Postmodern?,” pp. 7-9.  

J. F. Lyotard. 

 

Wed. Dec. 6: Summary and Conclusions. Fifth Short Paper Due 

 

FINAL EXAM: Wed. Dec. 13, 10:15 AM – 12:15 PM, Sierra Hall 384 

 

Journal Writing and Preparation of Short Paper Assignments 

For this course, you must keep a “learning journal.”  This exercise is intended to 1) improve your 

ease and skill in writing; 2) help you to better understand and recall information from readings 

and class sessions; and 3) assist you in clearly articulating ideas that you develop during the 

course.  How you keep this journal is your own choice.  Students may use a spiral-bound 

notebook, a loose-leaf binder divided into sections, or an electronic journal kept on a disk or 

other computer drive.  Whatever means you use for the journal, it is meant to be your own 

personal record of your learning and thinking during this course.  You are the only person who 

will ever read the entirety of your journal. HOWEVER, the Instructor may ask any 

student to submit their journal during the semester for review.  This is not required of 

ALL students, but may be required of ANY STUDENT AT ANY TIME during the 

semester. 
 

In addition to recording information from your notes taken during class time, you should write in 

your journal after you have done the reading for a particular session.  Each week you should 

write at least 2-3 pages in your journal.  Some topics you may choose to address as you write 

are: 

 

1. What were the important points of this reading (or class session)? 

2. Do you agree or disagree with those points or ideas?  Why? 



3. What questions do you have about the reading (or class session)? 

4. How does the reading/class session relate to your own experience(s) and/or ideas, or to other 

reading and research that you have done beyond this class? 

 

Each time that a short paper is due, you should select from your journal the entry (or entries) that 

you consider to be the most important to you since the previous paper, reflect on it, and compose 

a formal written essay based on that reflection.  This essay should NOT be a summary of your 

notes, NOR a recapitulation of lectures, class discussions, or reading materials.  Rather, it MUST 

be a thoughtful reflection on what you have learned and an exploration of issues that the class 

has raised for you.  Each assignment should be 2-4 pages in length (as noted above).  These 

papers will be graded on spelling, punctuation, grammar, coherence and clarity of written 

expression, and style, as well as content. 

 

It is recommended that students utilize the CSUN Writing Centers in the preparation and editing 

of all written assignments.  Instructor may require students to use the Centers for any written 

work, especially if a student’s writing needs to be strengthened. The LRC Writing Center is 

located in the Oviatt Library, Third Floor, East Wing, and can be reached by telephone at (818)-

677-2033 or e-mail at lrc@csun.edu.  The website is http://www.csun.edu/undergraduate-

studies/learning-resource-center/writing-center.  The Pan African Studies Writing Center is in 

Sierra Hall 273; phone number for appointments is 818-677-2084.  The Chicano Studies Writing 

Center is in Jerome Richfield Hall Room 142; phone number is 818-677-7881. 

 

As noted above, unless arrangements are made with Instructor previous to the due date of any 

assignment, NO LATE PAPERS WILL BE ACCEPTED, and will always receive a grade of 

“F.” 


